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SUMMARY
( ) Draft (X) Final
Responsible Federal Agency: National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
Office of Space Science, Launch Vehicle and Propulsion
Programs
1. (X) Administrative Action ( ) Legislative Action
2. NASA OSS Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs is responsible for
the launch of approximately 20 automated science and applications
spacecraft per year. These launches are for NASA programs and those
of other U. S. government agencies, private organizations--such as
the Comsat Corporation, foreign countries, and international
organizations. Launches occur from Cape Kennedy, Florida;
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California; Wallops Island, Virginia;
and the San Marco Platform in the Indian Ocean off Kenya.
3. Spacecraft launched by this program contribute in a variety of
ways to the control of and betterment of the environment (e.g.,
meteorological satellites). Environmental effects caused by
the launch vehicles are limited in extent, duration, and intensity
and are considered insignificant.
i
! 4. There are no short-term alternatives to the current family of
j ' launch vehicles. The possiblities for changes in the family,
i . including new stage and launch vehicle developments, are con-
i tinuously reviewed. A new booster (first stage) with liquid
, - hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellents, as used in the Centaur
j upper stage, would produce a more innocuous product of combustion
j (water). Such a development might cost as much as $500 million
i and take as long as 5 years. The Space Shuttle, intended to
replace most of the current family of launch vehicles, is
expected to be operational about 1979-1980.
5. Comments requested from: Comments received from:
CEQ, EPA, OMB, AEC CEQ, AEC
DOD v DOD
Department of State Department of State
Department of Commerce Department of Interior
Department of Transportation
Department of Interior
-.-«*
6. Draft Statement published August 1, 1972.
Final Statement published July, 1973.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The NASA Office of Space Science (OSS) Launch Vehicle and
Propulsion Programs provides launch vehicles and launch vehicle oper-
ations for automated space missions of OSS, the NASA Office of Appli-
cations (OA), the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST),
other government organizations (e.g., NOAA, DOD, and AEC), commercial
firms (e.g., Comsat Corporation), foreign governments, and international
organizations. This responsibility is met by a number of on-going launch
vehicle programs and appropriate vehicle and propulsion system research
and development activities which support current and expected future
requirements.
The current and near future family of launch vehicles and
a brief description of the significant features of each is given in
Table 1.
In the period 1968-1973 (including all launches planned in
1973), these vehicles were launched at a collective average rate of
*
about 16 per year, of which about 9 per year were launches of OSSA
payloads. Current projections indicate an average launch rate of
about 19 per year for the period 1973-1975 and it is expected that
a similar launch rate will prevail in the 1975-1980 period. By 1980
it is expected that the Space Shuttle will be operational, and it
will replace most of the launch vehicles covered here.
* Office of Space Science and Applications. This office was divided
into OSS and OA in late CY 1971.
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TOTAL IMPACT OF THE PROGRAM
The potential environmental impact of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Office of Space Science, Launch Vehicle and
Propulsion Programs activities is summarized in Table 2. No significant
impact is expected from normal current and planned future activities.
The possible effects of certain types of accidents or flight failures
involving Titan vehicles may be of marginal significance. However, the
combinations of events leading to such situations are believed to be
very rare: no examples have occurred.
In terms of global or even national significance, the contri-
butions of NASA launch vehicles for automated missions to environmental
pollution appear to be many orders of magnitude below those of other
sources of such pollution.
Conversely, the space science and applications spacecraft
launched by these vehicles have made significant contributions to
the understanding, prediction, and use of the environment, and, thus,
ultimately to its betterment. Future activities are expected to
contribute even more to human welfare as the applications areas are
further developed.
The commitment of resources to this program is modest and
is not of major significance to the national economy. The program is
not a major consumer of any scarce or limited resource.
Development activities, undertaken to maintain and improve
the reliability and cost effectiveness of the launch vehicles, currently
include improvements to the second stage and Thor booster for the Delta
vehicle, integration of the Titan IIlE/Centaur vehicle, and improvements
of the Centaur stage. Recently completed developments include an uprated
TE-364 motor (the TE-364-4) and a new Scout first stage (the Algol III).
Additionally, certain research and development activities are carried
out through the Supporting Research and Technology (SR&T) program, such
as technology development of a large (2,670 Newton thrust) hydrazine
monopropellant engine.
Vehicles are launched from four sites: Wallops Island, Virginia
(Scout), Kennedy Space Center, Florida (Delta, Atlas/Centaur, Titan HIE/
Centaur, and Titan IIIC), Vandenberg Air Force Base, California (Scout
and Delta), and San Marco Platform, Kenya (Scout). The individual
vehicle projects are managed by the Lewis Research Center (Atlas/Centaur,
Titan IIIE/Centaur), Goddard Space Flight Center (Delta), and Langley
Research Ccr^er (Scout). Titan IIIC is managed by the Space and Missile
Systems Organization of the United States Air Force.
* See Appendix C for site maps.
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ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY RESULT IN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The activities which result from the operation of NASA OSS
Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs are as follows:
• Advanced Studies
• Research and Development
• Launch Vehicle Manufacture
• Launch Vehicle and Component Testing
• Launches of Automated Spacecraft.
Possible environmental effects which might result from these
activities include:
• Air Quality
• Water Quality
• Noise
• Reentry of Launch Vehicle Debris
• Population Shifts (Due to manpower needs for the programs)
• Solid Waste
• Pesticides.
The major activities are concentrated in, but not restricted
to, Southern California and Florida.
Of the above possible environmental effects, the first four
are considered to be of greatest potential significance and will be
considered in greater detail in subsequent sections of this Environmental
Statement. No population shifts of significance are expected to result
from current or planned future activities. The solid waste generated
by these activities is generally of relatively high value and is usually
recovered. Use of pesticides is at most only incidental to the manufacture,
test and launch of space vehicles. Consequently, population shifts, solid
wastes and pesticides will not be considered further.
8The advanced studies, most research and development activities,
manufacturing, and most testing, are relatively clean and quiet operations
and do not directly produce significant environmental effects. However,
such activities do consume power, steel, aluminum, paper, etc., and thus,
may have some secondary impact on the environment. This secondary impact
is difficult to quantify, but probably does not grossly differ from that
resulting from the employment of an equal number of people in other
activities. Consequently, it will not be considered further.
Some research and development activities and testing, particularly
those related to rocket propulsion systems, result in the handling and
consumption of propellants and, thus, may affect air and water quality
and generate noise. At the present time, acceptance testing of production
liquid propellant rocket engines is the major consumer of propellants in
these areas of activity. Propellant consumption in current research and
development activities is minor. The impact of these activities is
considered in the subsequent sections of this statement.
The actual launch and flight of launch vehicles is the major
activity which may cause some temporary perturbation in the environment.
In addition to normal vehicle flight, the effect of possible abnormal
flight conditions will be considered in the following sections. It
should be noted that the preparations for all launches include an extensive
safety analysis for both normal and possible abnormal events. The vehicle
trajectory, flight sequence, launch date and time, and other parameters
are adjusted, as necessary, to meet safety requirements. Examples of
trajectory plots and corresponding impact points for all launch vehicles
considered in this Environmental Statement are shown in Appendix B.
AIR QUALITY
Source and Nature of Emissions
All current and near future launch vehicles are powered by
chemical rocket engines. These engines operate by the combustion of
a fuel and self-contained oxidizer. The types of fuels and oxidizers
are listed in Table 1. The products of combustion exhausted from the
rocket nozzle may include compounds and mole.cular fragments which are
not stable at amibent conditions, or which may react with the ambient
atmosphere. The detailed composition of rocket exhaust gases is based
on thermochemical calculations.
The substances emitted by rocket engines may be derived from
the nominal propellant, from additives to the propellant, from impurities
in the propellant, or from the engine itself (e.g., ablative components).
Major chemical species emitted by rocket engines are:
Water
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Hydrogen Chloride
Nitrogen
Hydrogen
Aluminum Oxide.
10
Of the major constituents, carbon monoxide and hydrogen chloride
are generally recognized as air pollutants and may present a toxicity hazard.
Aluminum oxide is emitted as a particulate, and may also be of concern. In
the upper atmosphere, water and carbon dioxide may be considered as potential
pollutants due to their low natural concentration, and their possible influence
*
on the Earth's heat balance and on the ozone and electron concentration.
In a normal launch, the exhaust products are distributed
along the vehicle trajectory. Due to the acceleration of the vehicle
and the staging process, the quantities emitted per unit length of
trajectory are greatest at ground level and decrease continuously.
In the event of a vehicle failure in flight, the vehicle destruct
system ruptures the propellent tanks and releases all remaining
propellants. These will normally ignite and burn; however, only
limited information is available concerning the products formed or
the extent to which the propellants are consumed.
In the period 1965 through May, 1973, approximately
90 percent of the NASA automated vehicle launches have been successful,
and only 3 failures (out of 165 launches) have been on-pad or at
relatively low altitudes where significant quantities of propellant
remained in the vehicle.
* NASA is conducting investigations on the effects of combustion products
on the upper atmosphere. These investigations are being coordinated
with the DOT and NOAA.(3)
11
In addition to the emissions during launch, all liquid pro-
pellant rocket engines used in these launch vehicles are subjected to
an acceptance firing at the manufacturer's facilities. The quantity
of propellant consumed in these tests is in the range of 1/4 to twice
the propellant consumed in flight, typically about 1/3. Also, research
and developmental activities result in the consumption of propellants
other than in flight. At the present time, research and development
activities associated with OSS Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs
result in the consumption of significantly less propellants than does
acceptance firing.
Impact on the Environment
Potential air pollutants from NASA OSS Launch Vehicle and
Propulsion Programs activities may arise from the following situations.
The pollutant involved is also indicated.
Situation Pollutant
Engine Test Combustion Products
Launch Combustion Products
On-pad Accident Propellants, Combustion Products
In-flight Abort Propellants, Combustion Products.
Table 3 lists the combustion products and propellants of
primary concern, together with some reported and estimated human, plant, and
animal exposure criteria.
12
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Table 4 briefly describes dispersion characteristics within
selected atmospheric layers. Table 5 lists the combustion products of
concern emitted into these layers. Note that quantities of C0_ and H_0
are tabulated for the higher altitudes, due to the concern that these
materials may have an influence on the Earth's heat balance or on the
ozone or electron concentrations at high altitudes.
Normal Launch
Ground Level Effects. Ground level concentrations of the
pollutants resulting from space vehicle launches have been estimated
using the NASA/MSFC multilayer atmospheric diffusion model and assuming
£
a buoyant rise of the exhaust cloud. Figures 1 through 9 present
the results of these calculations for the combustion products HC1, CO,
and Al?0_ for three meteorological conditions; Sea Breeze, Spring, and
Fall. The regions labeled "Deltas" include within them the Delta(3 Castor),
Delta(6 Castor), and Delta(9 Castor). The exposure criteria shown on
Figures 1 through 9 are the industrial Threshold Limit Values (TLV's) for
controlled populations (considered conservative for short duration,
infrequent exposures) and the criteria for exposure from ordinary
operations for uncontrolled populations (See Table 3).
* A brief description of this model and of the three meteorological conditions,
and a discussion of related information is given in Appendix D.
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^ Note: To convert to statute miles multiply
meters by 6.2 x 10 .
Exposure Criteria—Controlled Population (8 hours)
•j | Uncontrolled Population (10 minutes)
Note:
The concentrations for the
3, 6, and 9 Castor Deltas
fall within the dotted region.
10K
Downwind Distance from Launch Pad, meters
100K
FIGURE 1. ESTIMATED INSTANTANEOUS PEAK HC1 CONCENTRATIONS DOWNWIND
OF LAUNCHES DURING SEA BREEZE METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
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OF LAUNCHES DURING SEA BREEZE METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
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FIGURE 7. ESTIMATED INSTANTANEOUS PEAK A1203 CONCENTRATIONS DOWNWIND OF
LAUNCHES DURING SEABREEZE METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
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It should be noted that the distance scales on these figures
are the maximum distances at which the stated concentrations would be
expected. Lines of constant concentration enclose an approximately
elliptical area with the major axis equal to the plotted downwind distances.
While the three meteorological conditions are based on data for
the ETR launch site, they are also applicable to the Wallops Island launch
site. The meteorology at WTR is substantially different than that at the
east coast sites and generally is less favorable to dispersion and
and dilution of rocket exhaust. However, based on a comparison of the
predicted dispersion of the exhaust from a Titan III launch at ETR and
(52)
WTR , the difference is not large and probably does not exceed a factor
of about 1.6 in terms of ground level concentrations. Of the vehicles
considered here, only the Scout and the Deltas are launched from WTR.
As may be noted from Table 3, there are no short-term
public exposure criteria for Al-0 . Applicable criteria appear to be
the National primary and secondary ambient air quality standards, which
specify a maximum 24 hour average concentration of particulates of
3 30.260 mg/m and 0.150 mg/m . The ground level concentrations of Al.O-
predicted in Figures 7, 8, and 9 are quite high when compared to these
criteria, but the predicted maximum concentrations are fleeting. The
3
maximum predicted dosage of A1.0_ is about 0.137 mg hr/m , and occurs
at a distance of about 4 km for the Fall meteorological condition.
This dosage is about 1/50 of the dosage corresponding to the primary
ambient air quality standard (6.24 mg hr/m ) and about 1/25 of the
secondary ambient air quality standard (3.6 mg hr/m ). As this maximum
occurs within a controlled area, no hazard to either the public or to
controlled personnel is expected.
* A table of minimum distances from the vehicle launch pads to press sites,
facility boundaries, and the nearest communities is located in Appendix C.
** See Appendix D for further discussion.
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Emissions into the upper troposphere are rapidly diluted by
turbulent mixing and wind shear in that layer. No local or global
ground level concentrations of significance will result. Emissions
into the upper stratosphere, the mesosphere and the thermosphere will
not result in detectable ground level concentrations.
The foregoing figures and table indicate that HC1 emissions
from the Titan vehicles present the only environmental hazard of sig-
nificance. This hazard is modest, and even under unfavorable meteorolog-
ical conditions is estimated to be confined to controlled areas.
Estimates have also been made of the concentrations of nitrogen
oxides resulting from these launches. At a distance of 1'km, a maximum
concentration of 0.38 ppm was estimated for a Titan IIIE/Centaur launch.
This is more than an order of magnitude below the suggested exposure
criteria for controlled personnel. Uncontrolled personnel would be
subjected to negligible exposure.
Upper Atmospheric Effects.
Water. In the stratospheric layer, the vehicles emitting
the largest amount of water are the Titan IIIE/Centaur and the Titan
IIIC. An estimate of the spread of the exhaust cloud that would be
required before the H«0 concentration fell to the ambient value as
given in the U. S. Standard Atmosphere was made. At 25 km altitude,
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the effects of the cloud would blend into the ambient background by the
time it had expanded to one square kilometer. At 60 km altitude the
cloud would have to expand to about 800 square kilometers to reach an
equilibrium with ambient H^O concentrations.
The quantity of rocket exhaust which would double the concen-
tration of E^O, C02» and NO in the atmosphere above 105 km has been
calculated. Results from a comparison of such calculations with
actual emissions above 67 km are as follows:
Total Rocket Exhaust Required Actual Total Annual Exhaust Emissions
to Double the Natural Concen- above 67 km Resulting from NASA Launches
tration above 105 km of Automated Missions (1969-1971 Average)
(kg) (kg)
v
5.9xl08
C
° 2
1.3xl010
NO
5.9xl010 l.AxlO5
The effect of water vapor (or any other exhaust emission as
will be shown subsequently) from a launch vehicle upon the ozone concen-
tration can be considered as negligible from the small area covered by
the exhaust cloud. The rocket can create a small hole in the ozone layer
but the photochemical processes taking place in the atmosphere will
•
quickly fill up any void of ozone.
The potential effect of lUO on the Earth's heat balance is
discussed, together with the effect of C02 , in the next section.
Carbon Dioxide. Estimates of the area in the stratosphere
into which the Titan HID cloud would have to expand before the carbon
dioxide density would reach that of the ambient air were made as in the
case of water vapor. For CO- at 25 km the cloud must expand to less
2
than 0.1 km before the CO, would reach ambient levels. At 60 km the
cloud would drop below ambient levels of C0_ concentration after it
2
expanded to an area of 4 km.
* Lower stages for the Titan IIIE/Centaur and Titan IIIC.
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The principal concern regarding large increases of CO and HO
in the upper atmosphere and above it are the effects these constituents
would have on the global radiation balance, through absorption or
scattering of incoming or outgoing radiation. The above estimates
of the area required for diffusion of H-0 and C0_ to background levels
indicate that emissions of these compounds will have negligible effects.
Nitrogen Oxides. Calculations of natural NO levels in the layers
-2
above 60 km have been made which predict concentrations of about 10 ppra.
The NO emitted from the exhaust of the Titan HIE and Titan IIIC
_2
dissipates below the 10 ppm concentration when the exhaust cloud expands
2 2beyond 4.5 km at 25 km and beyond 600 km at 60 km.
It is reasonable to suppose that NO levels above the natural
equilibrium level will be reduced through dissociation by solar ultra-
violet radiation until the natural equilibrium is again restored.
Hydrogen Chloride. Hydrogen chloride emissions could have an
effect on the ionization level in the upper atmosphere. If this change
in ioniziation level is to have an effect on radio wave transmission
•
(the only effect known to be of importance), the emission of HC1 in
layers above approximately 90 km (the nominal base of the E layer of
the ionosphere) would have to be significant. Only the Scout has HC1
emissions that would affect the E layer or the D layer below it. The
449 kilograms of HC1 per flight emitted by the Scout above 67 km is minimal.
Calculations of the effect of firing a TE364-3 motor within the F region,
emitting 220 kg HC1, indicate that the global electron density would be
reduced by a maximum of 0.028%. The natural ionization in the F region
(19)
regularly fluctuates by a factor of about 10.
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In summary, there is no significant effect of the launch
vehicles used by NASA for automated missions on the upper atmosphere.
Current activities appear to be many orders of magnitude below those
which would be expected to produce detectable changes in the upper
atmosphere.
Engine Tests
Engine tests differ from launches in that all of the pro-
pellant used is consumed at ground level. However, the high temperature
of the exhaust gases causes them to rise in a buoyant plume. The downwind
concentrations of the exhaust gases are dependent on the height of this
buoyant rise, and any elevation contributed by the persistence of the
exhaust jet.
Ground tests of the Atlas booster engine are probably the
critical case for the vehicles considered here. Using the method
suggested by Reference 20, a buoyant rise of 487 meters was calculated.
Using this as a source height, peak downwind concentrations were estimated
by the methods of Reference 16. The maximum downwind concentration of CO
predicted was 5 ppm, well within suggested exposure limits.
Tests of the Thor engine would produce essentially the same
results. Tests of other engines used by the subject vehicles would have
smaller effects due either to the smaller engine sizes or to the
lower concentrations of pollutants in the exhaust.
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Engine acceptance tests are performed at relatively remote
sites, and access to the sites is controlled. Suitable precautions
are taken to insure the safety of the test crew, including remote
operation and protective equipment.
Abnormal Launches and Accidents
On-pad accidents, either a cold spill of liquid propellant
(no fire) or an on-pad fire, and early in-flight failures resulting
in abort may produce significant ground level concentrations of
toxic materials.
In cold spills, nitrogen tetroxide is the propellant of
most concern: the volatility of Aerozine-50 is sufficiently low
that a serious hazard is not created by spills. Such events have
(21)
been analyzed for the Titan HID and Titan IIIC , which represent
worst cases for the launch vehicles considered here. Under ordinary
meteorological conditions the concentration of N_0, downwind of the
spill will fall below the public emergency exposure criteria of 2 ppm
within 3 km: under adverse conditions, such concentrations may persist
to distances of 6 km. Only controlled areas would be involved in either
case. Spills of toxic propellants from other NASA vehicles considered
here would have smaller effects due to the smaller propellant quantities
involved.
Calculations of the effect of an on-pad catastrophe involving
the vehicles of concern here, using the buoyant rise, multilayer dispersion
model , are summarized in Figures 10, 11, and 12. Low level aborts
involving complete burning of the propellant should produce results
similar to those for on-pad catastrophes.
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FIGURE 10. BOUNDS FOR THE ESTIMATED INSTANTANEOUS PEAK HC1 CONCENTRATIONS
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SPRING METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
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Possible Exposure Criteria--Controlled Population 50 mg/m (10 minutes)
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FIGURE 12. BOUNDS FOR THE ESTIMATED INSTANTANEOUS PEAK A120- CONCENTRATIONS DOWNWIND
OF ON-PAD CASTASTROPHES FOR SEA BREEZE, FALL, AND SPRING METEOROLOGICAL
CONDITIONS
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There are no criteria for short-term emergency exposure of the
public to A120 . However, various levels of particulate concentrations
have been established, based on 24-hour averages, at which an air pollu-
tion "Warning" or "Emergency" is to be declared^ . These are 0.625 mg/m3
3
and 0.875 mg/m , respectively. As in the case of normal launches, the peak
concentrations given in Figure 12 are fleeting, the maximum dosage being
about 0.144 mg hr/m at a distance of about 12.5 km. The 24-hour dosages
corresponding to the "Warning" and "Emergency" conditions are 15 mg hr/m
and 21 mg hr/m , which exceed the maximum dosage for a Titan III catastrophe
by factors of about 100 and 150. No significant hazard appears to be indi-
cated.
Summarizing, accidents or abnormal launches of the vehicles
•
considered here are not expected to cause air pollutant concentrations
exceeding the exposure criteria except in the immediate vicinity of the
launch pad where access is carefully controlled. Table 6 gives the
maximum radius at which specific ground level effects would be antici-
pated for both normal and abnormal launches. No other effects of
significance, either in the lower or upper atmosphere, are expected.
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TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED MAXIMUM RADIUS
OF GROUND LEVEL EFFECTS FOR
TITAN IIIE/CENTAUR OR TITAN IIIC
Event
Maximum Radius
at which
Exposure
Exceeds Limiting Criteria
Criteria Pollutant Used*
Normal Launch
Cold Spill
2.4km
6km
HC1
N2°4
4ppm
2ppm
On-pad Catastrophe
Low Level•Destruet
Engine Test
Criteria Not HC1 7ppm
Exceeded
Criteria Not HC1 7ppm
Exceeded
Criteria Not CO 30ppm
Exceeded
*For uncontrolled populations. Criteria for normal
operations assumed for normal launch and engine test.
Emergency criteria used for accidental exposures.
See Table 3.
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WATER QUALITY
Source and Nature of Pollutants
NASA OSS Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs may contribute
potential pollutants to bodies of water in the following ways:
• On-pad accidents and propellant spills which may
result in run-off of propellants to local drainage
systems.
• In-flight failures which may result in vehicle
hardware and, possibly, propellants falling into
the ocean.
• Normal flight, which results in the impact of
spent, suborbital stages (containing some
residual propellants) and jettisoned hardware
into the ocean.
• Eventual reentry of spent stages which have
achieved orbit.
The problem of reentry debris is treated separately in this
statement. Provisions are made for containing on-pad spills and disposing
of the spilled propellant without contaminating the water (or air) environ-
ment. On-pad vehicle failures would normally be expected to result in a
fire that consumed most or all of the propellants, and, thus, have been
handled as an air pollution problem. Any unconsumed propellant would be
treated in the same way as a spill. In the period of 1965 through May,
*
1973, out of 165 launches, one launch resulted in an on-pad catastrophic
failure.
* Atlas/Centaur Number 5.
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In the event of an in-flight failure, the vehicle destruct
*
system ruptures the propellant tanks. The propellants then ignite
and burn, but the possibility exists that a fraction of the propellants,
in addition to vehicle hardware, may reach the surface of the ocean.
This possibility is treated, together with normal stage impact.
Approximately 90% of NASA space launches for automated missions have
been successful. Of the 165 launches mentioned above, two launches
**
resulted in failures during the early phase of flight when signifi-
cant quantities of propellant remained unused.
Spent vehicle stages which do not achieve orbital velocity
are placed on trajectories which result in an ocean impact. In addition
to stage hardware, small quantities of propellants (residuals and reserves)
impact with the stage. These propellants are released and dispersed into
the environment. Their probable effect on the environment has been
estimated.
Vehicle hardware will normally sink in the ocean and slowly
corrode; however, isolated occurrences of floating hardware have been
reported. In major part, such hardware consists of aluminum, steel,
and fiber reinforced plastics. A large number of compounds and elements
are used in launch vehicles in small amounts; for example, lead in
soldered electrical connections and cadmium from cadmium plated steel
* When the Range Safety Official determines that the vehicle will impact
within the safe impact area, he may elect not to destroy the vehicle.
This option appears to be exercised most commonly during late stages
of the flight when little propellant remains in the vehicle.
** The Delta 59 booster broke up at 103 seconds of flight time, with
approximately one-half its propellants remaining. The second stage
was subsequently destroyed, releasing all its propellants. The Nimbus B
Thor-Agena went out of control and was destroyed with about one-half of
the booster propellant and all the second-stage propellant on board.
Also, an additional launch had a much later failure; after hydraulic
failure of the Delta 73 booster, it was necessary to destroy the second
stage after 261 seconds of burn, releasing slightly less than one-half
of the second-stage propellants.
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fittings. Neither the stage hardware or its corrosion products are
believed to represent a significant water pollution problem, as will
be discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
Possibilities of water pollution are primarily associated
with toxic materials which may be released to and are soluble in
the water environment. Rocket propellants are the dominant source
of such materials. A secondary consideration relates to oils and
other hydrocarbon materials which may be essentially immiscible with
water but, if released, may float on the surface of the water, inhibiting
oxygen transfer, coating feathers of sea fowl and fouling gills of fish
which may come into contact with it.
The toxicity of propellants to marine biota has received
relatively little attention: Table 7 shows some aquatic toxicity data
and the estimated maximum allowable concentrations (MAC) for the chemical
species of concern. Threshold Limit Values in air for man are shown for
comparison. Critical materials are hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine,
and their mixtures-(Aerozine 50, i.e., A50). Later discussion will confirm
that other materials released should pose no threat to plant and animal life.
Little applicable information exists regarding the "floating oil"
problem. However, the maximum physical area and time of persistence can
be estimated so that some relative judgement of the environmental impact
can be made.
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Impact or. the Environment
Potential sources of pollutants to the marine environment and
the major pollutants are:
Hardware - Heavy metal ions and miscellaneous
compounds
Solid Propellants - Ammonium perchlorate
Liquid Propellants - UDMH, A-50, NjO,, RP-1, RJ-1.
Jettisoned or reentered hardware will corrode and, thus, con-
tribute various metal ions to the environment. The rate of corrosion is
slow in comparison with the mixing and dilution rate expected in a marine
environment, and, hence, toxic concentrations of metal ions will not be
produced. The miscellaneous materials (e.g., battery electrolyte,
hydraulic fluid) are present in such small quantities that, at worst,
only extremely localized and temporary effects would be expected.
The ammonium perchlorate in solid propellants is mixed in a
rubbery binder and will thus dissolve slowly. Toxic concentrations
would be expected only in the immediate (within a few meters) vicinity
of the propellant if they occur at all. As noted in Table 7, the toxicity
is relatively low.
The release of liquid propellants into the marine environment
poses the greatest potential threat to the environment, particularly in
the case of hydrazine based fuels (see Table 7). Thus, those vehicles
employing such fuels (Delta, Titan IIIE/Centaur and Titan IIIC) pose
the most serious problem.
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A-50, UDMH, nitrogen tetroxide and IRFNA are soluble in water,
whereas the hydrocarbon fuels, RP-1 and RJ-1 are relatively insoluble.
Thus, the latter two materials are less hazardous to marine life. However,
the hydrocarbons have a measurable toxicity when dispersed and retained in
suspension in sea water. Liquid oxygen (LOX) and liquid hydrogen (LH-)
pose no toxic threat.
Estimates have been made of the ocean area subjected to toxicant
concentrations greater than the MAC for various assumed normal and abnormal
v
vehicle flights. Only those vehicles employing the N_0,/A-50 propellant
**
system (Delta and Titan) were considered. The potential hazard would
be less in intensity and relate to a smaller area for all other vehicles.
Tables 8 and 9 show the amounts of propellant remaining in
the vehicles at various points along the trajectories, the propellants
potentially available for release to the environment at that point in
normal flight or following an abort, and the downrange location of the
corresponding impact point. The quantities in Tables 8 and 9 were
estimated using flow rate and trajectory data. Example trajectory
plots and corresponding impact points are shown for all subject launch
vehicles in Appendix B.
* A solubility of between 50 and 100 ppm by weight might be expected
for hydrocarbons such as RP-1 and RJ-1. Data concerning the solubilities
of hydrocarbons in water are scarce, but a value of 72 ppm for decane at
25C has been quoted.(23)
** All Delta configurations are equivalent in terms of the N?0,/A-50 content.
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Characteristics of the Oceans Near the Launch Sites
The oceans near all the launch facilities are areas of moderate
water activity, being neither stagnant nor exceptionally stormy. Major
ocean currents run relatively close to all the sites. The three ranges
located in the U. S. are in active biological areas and have sport as
well as commercial fisheries nearby. Further downrange, the spent
stages impact in the open ocean where residual fuel would be of minor
significance and quickly dispersed by wave action.
The Eastern Test Range (ETR) is located on the east coast of
Florida where the Gulf Stream/Florida Current passes between the Bahama
Islands and the mainland at relatively high velocity (up to 1.8 m/sec)
during the entire year. The current's influence prevents the typical
near-shore green ocean development normally expected for such relatively
shallow water. The continental shelf is wide in this area, encompassing
the Bahama Islands and extending at least 370 km before dropping off
into the Hatteras Abyssal Plain. The area is characterized as a sub-
tropical ocean with an associated moderate level of biological activity
typified by a large variety of plant and animal species widely dispersed
over the area.
The Western Test Range (WTR) is physically near the edge of
the continental shelf in an area of relatively strong currents which
vary seasonally. Since most NASA launches from WTR are into polar or
near polar orbits, the launch vehicles pass southward over the contin-
ental shelf (Santa Barbara Channel). The area is a region of very high
* Discussion based on materials in References 24 through 28.
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biological activity influenced by nutrient up-welling along the contin-
ental shelf and the seasonally shifting California Current and subsiding
counter-currents. The water is cool,, permitting a high rate of carbon
dioxide fixation characteristic of oceans at higher latitudes.
Wallops Island, Virginia, near the Maryland border, has a
temperate climate and moderate water and biological activity. No strong
currents pass close to shore and the continental shelf is relatively
close to shore. Scout is the only space vehicle launched from this
site.
The San Marco Scout Launch Facility is located in Formosa Bay
on the coast of Kenya near the equator. The climate and ocean are tropical.
The continental shelf in this area is very narrow and the Somali Current
system, which shifts with the seasons, passes some distance out to sea.
The level of operations involves only an occasional Scout launch.
Normal Launch
A normal launch and flight will result in the downrange impact
of spent stages containing small quantities of residual propellants.
Estimates of the maximum radius at which the MAC will occur were made
for the Titan Core I stage (worst case). Estimates were based on
(29)
symmetric diffusion into a semi-infinite ocean and diffusion limited
to a depth of 3 m , corresponding to a case where the vertical diffusion
coefficient is much smaller than the horizontal diffusion coefficient.
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Maximum Radius at which
Chemical Species the MAC Occurs, meters
Symmetric Diffusion Depth Limited to 3 m
N204 (MAC = 95 mg/1) 8.5 ' 12>2
A-50(UDMH + Hydrazine) 45.1 132.6
(MAC =0.53 mg/1)
The affected volume is insignificant.
The RP-1 and RJ-1 residuals in the Atlas and Thor stages will
2 (31 32}
result in a non-persistent surface film covering less than 280 m ^ ' '
and, thus, do not pose a serious hazard to the environment.
Aborted Flights
In the event of an in-flight failure in the early stages of
flight, the vehicle destruct system ruptures the propellant tanks and
disperses the propellants into the air. The propellants then normally
ignite and burn. It is possible that some fraction cf the propellant
may reach the ocean surface. If the destruct system should fail to
operate, the vehicle might impact intact and release the entire quantity
of remaining propellant into the ocean. As noted previously, the prob-
ability of an abort during the early stages of flight appears to be in
the order of 1%.
One case is known in which a (non-NASA) vehicle destruct system has
*(33)failed to operate when called upon. Assuming this failure rate
to be in the order of 1%, leads to an estimate of 1 launch in 10,000 or,
at current rates, about 1 launch in 501
the ocean impact of an intact vehicle.
500 years which might involve the
**
* In-flight failures occasionally destroy the vehicle before the destruct
system can be activated, and it is possible that failures other than in
the destruct system may disable or limit the capability of the destruct
system.
** The probability of failure of an Atlas during the first 148 seconds of
flight has been estimated as 0.8/L The probability of the destruct
system failing to operate in this same period has been estimated as
0.1%, Riven a combined probability of about 8 simultaneous failures
per million launches.(34)
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In view of the uncertainty concerning the quantities of pro-
pellant that might reach the ocean in an abort, and the probablistic
nature of parts of the problem, estimates of the maximum radius at which
the MAC would occur have been made for propellant quantities ranging
from 17, to 100% of the total vehicle propellant load. The radii were
estimated from the same two diffusion models considered previously. '
Diffusion coefficients were estimated from experimentally-determined
values for quiescent systems reported in the literature.
Calculations were made for a Titan HIE (or Titan IIIC) failure
before ignition of Core I, and for a Delta failure before ignition of
the second stage (worst case). Figures 13 and 14 present results of
these calculations.
It appears that a near-shore (shallow water) impact of one
of these vehicles intact might be regarded as a significant environmental
event. As noted above, however, such an extreme event is not considered
likely. It would require the simultaneous early failure of the vehicle
(estimated at perhaps 17» probability), and failure of the vehicle destruct
system (probability estimated to be less than 1%), and additionally, the
physically unlikely situation of the hypergolic propellants failing to
ignite following rupture of the propellant tanks on impact. Consequently,
minimal significance is attached to such an event.
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Titan III or Delta second stage fuels and oxidizer which
actually reached the ocean would ultimately end as biologically inert
compounds or compounds such as found in commercial fertilizers.
The oxidizer for Titan III and the Delta second stage, N~0,,
reacts with water to form nitric acid which then forms ionic compounds,
such as sodium nitrate, a commercial fertilizer, with minerals in the
sea water. Hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH),
the components of Titan III and Delta fuel, degrade over a per?lod of
(35)hours in pure water in contact with the atmosphere. Their degradation
is hastened by the presence of minute amounts of metal ions such as F
Cu , Al , Cr , and Ni , all of which are present in sea water.
The fundamental reaction of the decomposition of aqueous
hydrazine in contact with the atmosphere is 3N2H — > 2NH + 2N + 3H
(after Reference 36) . As the pH is reduced, more ammonia is produced
and at high pH more gaseous nitrogen and hydrogen are produced. Ammonia
is a commercial fertilizer and gaseous nitrogen and hydrogen represent
no biological hazard. Another potential reaction is with carbon dioxide
dissolved in sea water to form carbazic acid which can decompose to C0?
and the hydrazine salt of the acid. Hydrazine salts also decompose in
the manner of the fundamental equation in basic solutions in contact
with the atmosphere (Reference 35). Thus, any hydrazine released in
the ocean, which is unable to react with the ^ 0, oxidizer, will be
degraded over a short period of time to less toxic compounds. UDMH,
while not as extensively studied, undergoes similar reactions.
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The early abort of an Atlas or Thor, which resulted in the
entire load of RP-1 or RJ-1 being released into the ocean would result
2(31 32)in a surface film covering a maximum of 55,740 m ' . Evaporation
of such thin films is rapid. The time for complete evaporation has
been calculated as 59 hours for favorable conditions (wind velocity of
(32)
5m/sec) or 206 hours for unfavorable conditions (wind velocity of 1 m/sec).
Due to the relatively small area involved and the fleeting nature of the
phenomena, no significant environmental effect is expected. As discussed
previously, the probability of such an event is regarded as very low.
In summary, water pollution resulting from the operation of
launch vehicles for NASA automated missions is expected to be insig-
nificant except for worst-case situations involving highly unlikely
combinations of events. Even should such a situation occur, the effects
are not persistent, i.e., the toxicants will disperse and degrade to
values below the MAC's within a few days to a few weeks. Because of
the non-isolation of the areas involved and the lack of persistent
effects, needed repopulation should occur rapidly.
NOISE
Source and Nature
Significant noise levels are generated in the operation of
rocket engines and launch vehicles. The major source of this acoustic
disturbance appears to be the jet noise, although a significant
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contribution may derive from the combustion process. Both the acoustic
power emitted and the frequency spectrum of the noise are affected by the
size of the rocket engine (thrust level) and the specific impulse of the
engine, as well as by design details.
An approximate relationship between the vehicle thrust level
and the generated sound pressure level is shown in Figure 15. Thrust
levels of the vehicles considered in this Environmental Statement are
indicated on the figure.
The nature of the noise may be described as intense, relatively
short, composed predominantly of low frequencies, and infrequent (approx-
imately 20 times per year, including all launch sites). Table 10 shows
peak sound intensity levels resulting from Atlas and Titan launches at
the closest press sites and the°nearest site boundaries. These are the
largest, and, thus, the noisiest, of the vehicles considered here.
TABLE 10. PEAK SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (SPL) RESULTING FROM
ATLAS AND TITAN IIIC/TITAN HIE LAUNCHES
(Median/Upper Bound)
SPL at Nearest SPL at Nearest
Press Site Boundary
Vehicle (dB) (dB)
Atlas(a* 106/116 102/110
Titan IIIC/IIIE^  118/123 112/117
(a) Based on 4 Atlas launches.
(b) Based on 2 Titan IIIC launches.
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A typical time-intensity history is shown in Figure 16. The
total duration of the noise is generally 3 to 4 minutes. A frequency-
intensity spectra is shown in Figure 17. Note that the lower frequencies
predominate and that the higher frequencies are attenuated more rapidly
with distance. This means that the lower frequencies travel farther and
affect a greater area. These lower frequencies are less harmful to human
g, ar
(37)
hearin nd are less annoying , but are the prime cause of structural
damage
Impact on the Environment
Noise can affect the environment, with its most important effects
on man and on physical structures. For this reason, these effects are used
here as the criteria for examining the impact of booster noise.
Noise can affect man physiologically and psychologically.
Physiologically, high-intensity noise can cause permanent hearing damage
and temporary threshold shift, i.e., the sensitivity of hearing is temp-
orarily lowered. Psychologically, noise can create feelings of annoyance
and discomfort in some people, while for other people the same noise can
create excitement and pleasure. Research on the effect of noise on man
has yielded criteria for noise levels and durations which man can generally
tolerate. Table 11 shows consensus values of a set of tolerance limits.
The Damage Risk Values are thresholds beyond which hearing damage might
occur. These thresholds correspond to an integrated "acoustic dose" of
about 12 millibar-seconds at the lower intensities, dropping to about
6 millibar-seconds at 130 dB. Table 12 compares the integrated acoustic
exposures corresponding to the upper bounds of Table 10 with these threshold
criteria.
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Note: To convert to feet, multiply meters by 3.28
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TABLE 11. NOISE LEVELS FOR DAMAGE RISK AND ANNOYANCE (37»4°)
Damage Risk Annoyance Damage to Ground
Values (in dB) Threshold Structures Threshold
130 (10 seconds tolerance) 90 dB(A) 130 dB (frequencies
lower than 37 Hz)
125 (30 seconds tolerance)
120 (60 seconds tolerance)
TABLE 12. ACOUSTIC DOSE RESULTING FROM ATLAS AND
TITAN HIE/TITAN IIIC LAUNCHES
Press Nearest Press Nearest
Box Boundary Box Boundary
A t l a s T i t a n
Peak SPL, dB 116 110 123 117
Integrated ^
millibar- seconds
Threshold Dose,
millibar- seconds
1.78
12
1.14
12
4.34
11.5
2.84
12
* Integrated by means of the average duration-distance-intensity
relationships of Reference 38 to a level 20 dB below the peak level.
It is clear that a substantial margin of safety exists for
any unprotected persons exposed to the noise associated with these
rocket launches.
Structural damage is possible with high-intensity noise
composed, predominantly, of low frequencies. Measurements of the sound
(41)
pressure levels associated with Saturn IB launches showed peak value
of about 120 dB below 37 Hz at a distance of 2,362 m. Measurements at
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Atlas launches showed this intensity level at a distance of about 1,524
m(38)^  Comparing the damage criteria shown in Table 11 with these
intensity levels, structural damage would not be expected outside of
a 0.9 to 1.8 km radius from launch. Only resistant structures are
located within these short distances from the launch pads.
Damage to plants might occur at noise levels similar to those
causing structural damage, although no such damage from rocket launches
is known to have been observed. The effects of noise on domestic animals
and wildlife might be expected to be similar to those on man: hearing
damage at sufficiently high noise levels, and various psychological
/£O \
effects. The available information ' suggests that, for the short
duration, infrequent noise considered here, the effects on domestic
animals and wildlife will be insignificant.
For any single launch vehicle tsst or launch, "noise pollution"
occurs over a relatively wide area. However, with its short total duration
of 3 to 4 minutes, its infrequent occurrence (~20 times a year, including
all sites), and the imposed safety precautions, the noise from these
boosters cannot be considered to have a significant impact on the
environment. No uncontrolled areas are close enough to the launch pads
for any significant effects to result from exposure of the public or
uncontrolled-area structures to these noise levels.
At distances corresponding to the closest permitted approach
by any uncontrolled or unprotected person, the peak noise level generated
by rocket launches is comparable to that produced by a four-engine jet
aircraft at 150 m overhead. Unmuffled motorcycles, construction noise
(compressors and hammers), and some rock and roll bands closely approach
this noise level. This noise level is exceeded by pneumatic riviters and
chippers in close proximity and within a boiler shop at maximum noise levels.
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REENTRY DEBRIS
In the usual launch of an Earth satellite, one or more launch
vehicle stages are placed in orbit. Over a period of time, small drag
forces resulting from the tenuous atmosphere at orbital altitudes will
cause the orbit to decay. The time period before the object reenters
the denser portion of the atmosphere may range from one orbital revolution
to many years, depending upon initial orbit and the ballistic coefficient.
Of the stages in orbit in mid-1972, seven larger rocket bodies
with combined mass of approximately 5,440 kg and five smaller rocket bodies
with combined mass of approximately 195 kg are expected to reenter the
Earth's atmosphere in the 1972-1977 period. Upon reentry, these will
break up into fragments of various size. The majority of fragments will
burn up during entry. Except within limits of latitude determined by
orbital inclination, we are unable to predict in advance of the launch
where the surviving pieces will fall.
From 1967 to mid-1972, 23 rocket bodies placed in orbit by
the launch vehicles covered in this statement reentered the Earth's
atmosphere. The total mass of these bodies before reentry was approxi-
mately 102,500 kg. More than 10 times as many other rocket bodies
reentered during the same period from all sources. No casualties,
injuries or property damage are known to have resulted from impact
of any surviving fragments. Fewer than a dozen fragments, ranging
in masses up to about 59 kg, have been found. Launches by these
cited launch vehicles in the 1970"s are expected to add potential
orbital debris at a rate no greater than that of the past.
Based on worldwide experience to date, the extent of the
hazard from orbital debris is considered small.
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ALTERNATIVES
As indicated previously, the launch vehicle activities which
contribute to potential environmental impact are the development and
testing of propulsion systems and the launch of space vehicles. The
matrix in Table 13 displays some of the alternative actions which might
be taken in these areas. The only alternative which could be applied
on a short-term basis (1-3 years) would be preferred use, when possible,
of the "cleaner" of current launch vehicles. However, this would have
only a minor effect on total emissions and would involve significant
expense and/or have significant effects on spacecraft delivery capability.
In the long-term, a possibly attractive alternative to
current vehicles would be the development and use of LOX/LH- stages
to replace current vehicle stages. Such a development might cost
$250M-$500M per stage and require five or more years. It should be
noted that such stages would still be expendable and not offer the
cost advantages expected for the Space Shuttle, which is expected to
replace most of the expendable vehicles in the 1978-1980 period.
In view of the limited environmental impact of the current
vehicles and the expected introduction of the Space Shuttle, no further
analysis of any of the above alternatives would be recommended.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT
, OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
In fulfilling its responsibility, NASA OSS has followed a
philosophy that has always emphasized safety, reliability, and economy
in space transportation. Recent studies of the relevance of specific
automated space program objectives to broad national goals have helped
to identify and document the value of these programs in relation to
mankind's historical need to better understand, utilize, predict,
(42,43)
protect, and control his life-sustaining environment.
It is impractical here to itemize all known and potential
environmental benefits generated by past or planned space activities,
but the general value can be simply expressed as follows. The auto-
mated space program has contributed heavily to the recent rapid
increase in knowledge about our immediate environment and that of
the solar system. Such knowledge is fundamental to any realistic
endeavor to protect the environment. Technically, we are making
slow but noticeable improvement in our ability to utilize the
recently acquired space capability for such pedestrian and necessary
functions as communications, navigation, and meteorology. Perhaps
of most significance to maintenance and enhancement of long-term
environmental productivity is the current NASA thrust in the area
of orbital Earth resource surveys. This as yet embryonic effort
has a unique potential for providing mankind with an operational
capability to measure, monitor, and manage environmental conditions
and natural resources from a local to a global scale.
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NASA automated missions represent passive payloads which in
themselves have no adverse environmental impact aside from that associ-
ated with items in space, reentry items, and the launch process. Reentry
items and the launch process represent minor transient effects while items
remaining permanently in outer space have no impact on the Earth and its
atmosphere. On the other hand, some systems launched into space make
immediate contributions to the betterment of mankind while others are
directed toward long-term benefits to the Earth, its environment, and
inhabitants.
IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES
The materials which make up a launch vehicle as it sits on
the pad ready for launching are largely irretrievable once the launch
process is initiated. However, they are relatively easily replaced
and, in general, are replaceable from domestic resources with relatively
insignificant expenditure of manpower and energy.
By far the largest portion of materials making up a launch
vehicle is the propellents. These have previously been enumerated and
defined; they are common chemicals, petroleum-derived hydrocarbons, and
liquified atmospheric gases. Resources and energy required for their
production are insignificant in comparison with, for example, the resources
and energy required to produce 1 million barrels of jet fuel per week,
the current production rate for private, commercial, and military jet
aircraft.
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In the use of cryogenic propellents, it has been the practice
to use both liquid and gaseous helium for various purposes including
tank pressurization. For example, the Centaur vehicle requires about
(44)6,825 cubic meters of helium from test through launch. Helium is often
considered to be a valuable natural resource that requires conservation.
The estimated amount of recoverable helium is about 5 billion cubic
(45)
meters with a current annual usage rate of about 28 million cubic meters.
At current rates, use for all NASA purposes approximates 3.4 million
cubic meters per year. The actual usage attributable to the vehicles
considered here is small. At current use rates, many years of supply
are available.
After propellants, the next largest amounts of materials are
iron and aluminum. Other materials include plastics and glass, as well
as other metals such as nickel, chromium, titanium, lead, zinc, copper,
etc.* There may be small amounts of silver, mercury, and the noble
metals, gold and platinum. The quantities of materials of various kinds
which are utilized are insignificant in comparison with those used in one
year of production (10,000,000) of automobiles, for example.
* The composition of "typical" launch vehicle hardware can be estimated as
78.3% steels, 20.2% Al, 0.4% Ti, and 1.2% miscellaneous.^7)
** In the period 1969-1971, the total hardware mass used in NASA
launch vehicles for automated space missions was the equivalent
of about 76 automobiles per year.
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Perhaps the best available measure of the commitment of
resources to NASA launch vehicles for automated space missions is
the annual rate of dollar expenditure on such vehicles. This is
expected to average approximately $150M in the period 1970-1976.' '
By far the largest fraction of these expenditures are for wages and
salaries. These expenditures represent a relatively trivial fraction
of the national economy. As illustrated by this and the other examples
given, no commitment of any individual resource of major significance
to the national economy exists.
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DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM OTHER AGENCIES
Of the agencies requested to comment on the draft environmental
statement, comments were received from the CEQ, DOD, and Department
of Interior. Replies, indicating that they had no comments, were
received from the AEC and Department of State. Copies of all replies
are included as Appendix E.
Following are discussions and replies to each point raised by the
reviewers. Refer to Appendix E for the actual comment.
CEQ-1. Additional calculations and discussion of aluminum oxide have been
added to the text. As noted there, public exposure criteria applicable
to the short duration exposure to A.1^ 0, expected from rocket launches
are not available, but, based on the National primary and secondary
ambient air quality criteria, no hazard is anticipated.
CEQ-2. Information on the effects of rocket emissions on plants and
animal life has been added to the text in the Air Quality, Water Quality,
and Noise sections. Briefly, no effect is predicted except possibly
very close to the launch pad. Discussions with launch site personnel have
failed to reveal any observed effects. However, at KSC, a substantial
effort has been undertaken to determine whether such effects can be
detected.
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CEQ-3. Since the draft statement was published, a substantially improved
atmospheric dispersion model has become available , and the normal
launch and on-pad catastrophic cases have been re-done with this improved
model. Reference (15) describes the model in detail. Additionally,
Appendix D briefly describes the model and makes some comments and
comparisons with other atmospheric dispersion models.
Measurements of the ground level concentrations of rocket
exhaust were made at the Scout 184C (August, 1972) and Delta 92 (November,
1972) launches. Reports have not yet been published, but it is understood
that no CO or HC1 was detected by atmospheric sampling. A rise in the
particulate concentration above the background was observed. At the Scout
launch, pH paper exposed near the launch site changed color, indicating
an acid environment, presumably HC1. At the Delta launch, a rise in the
atmospheric CO- concentration was observed downwind of the launch site.
Efforts are being made to refine the instrumentation and monitor
additional launches.
CEQ-4. Figures C-5 through C-8 have been added to Appendix C. These
figures show the human population as a function of distance from the
launch pads to a distance of about 40km.
CEQ-5. Table 7 (the reference to Table 9 is an error) has been extensively
revised and expanded using all information that could be found. Information
on the toxicity of propellants to marine species is almost non-existent. Where
the information is available, toxicity data for trout have been chosen, as
trout are usually sensitive to toxicants. It may also be noted that some
species of trout are sea-run.
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CEQ-6. The destruct system on a launch vehicle is deliberately made as
independent as possible from vehicle operational systems. However, the
destruct system, its antennas and wiring, etc., are supported by the
vehicle structure. Consequently, a structural failure could cause a
failure of the destruct system, but such a failure would also be expected
to destroy the vehicle. It may be noted that the footnote which
refines the probability calculation made in the text, considers
that all launch vehicle failures at low altitudes will require a range
safety destruct. In fact, of the total probability of failure quoted,
0.008, a probability of approximately 0.004 is associated with failures
that would, in themselves, be capable of destroying the vehicle.
CEQ-7. This environmental statement concludes that the adverse environmental
effects of NASA OSS Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs are minimal or not
significant except possibly for rare types of abnormal events, of which no
examples have occured. Based on the available criteria for air quality, water
quality, noise, etc., it is believed that this conclusion is correct.
The subject criteria are based on producing minimum, reversible, or
unobservable adverse effects which are considered acceptable by society
or some specific segment of it.
Estimation of the cumulative effect on the environment is difficult
as the "ultimate fate" and rate of removal of the various chemical species
from the environment is largely unknown. This parallels the situation of
most common industrial pollutants—for example CO and S0~. However, a
gross estimate of the overall cumulative effect in comparison with other
sources of the same or similar chemical species can be obtained from
Table 14. It is evident from this table that the automated vehicle program
is a very minor contributor to the national totals.
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TABLE 14. COMPARISON OF EMISSIONS INTO THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE
NASA Launch Vehicles
for automated
missions (a)
Automobiles^)
Power Plants ^  '
Trash Incineration
Jet Aircraft (b)
CO
0.414
56,200
90
6,890
270
Emission, 10 kg/year
NO HC1 SO.
0.00014 0.060
5,720 4.1^C^
3,200 610(c) 13,400
450 180(c)
90
Ash
o.n(d)
—
4,400
—
—
(a) Based on first stage propellants, 1969-1971 average.
(b) For 1966. Source: "The Federal R&D Plan For Air-Pollution Control By
Combustion-Process Modification", January, 1971, PB 198-066.
(c) Estimates from Gerstle and Devitt, "Chlorine and Hydrogen Chloride
Emissions and Their Control", Paper No. 71-25, Air Pollution Control
Association, 1971.
(d) Al_0_ from solid propellants.
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CEQ^ S. "Multiple" launches of NASA OSS vehicles have been made (for
example, some of the planetary missions) but these launches have been
separated by a period of several weeks. It is believed that this is more
than sufficient time to permit any effects of the first launch to have
dissipated before the second launch occurs. Multiple launches with shorter
intervening times are usually excluded by any of a number of factors,
including the capacity of the data acquisition and tracking network to
handle multiple launches and the time required for pad refurbishment and
vehicle erection and checkout.
Propellant loading may be accompanied by the venting of
propellants, particularly where liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen are
concerned. The vapors from liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen pose no
hazard to the environment. Nitrogen tetroxide vapor resulting from loading
propellants in the Titan and Delta vehicles is passed through vent stacks
which prevent toxic concentrations at ground level. Traces of hydrazine
and UDMH may also be vented when loading propellants in these vehicles.
Propellant loading is accomplished under stringent safety supervision,
including the application of meteorological restrictions.
CEQ-9. The material on "The Relationship...Long-term Productivity" was
not intended to imply that the space program has been responsible for all
or most of man's new knowledge of the environment in the last 14 years.
The wording has been modified to avoid this implication.
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DOD-1. The problem of a launch vehicle falling into shallow, protected
water is considered significant only for the Titan IIIC and Titan HIE
vehicles. The Scout, launched from Wallops Island, does not carry toxic
materials that could be released into the water, and the Delta vehicles,
launched from ETR, do not carry sufficient toxic fuel to create a severe
problem (see Figure 14).
To impact in protected water, the Titan vehicles must fly on
azimuths outside the range of -26° and 148° (see Figure C-l). These
azimuths exceed the nominal range safety limits by 70° and 58°,
respectively. Based on the nominal trajectory dispersions of the Titan
vehicles, the probability of the instantaneous impact point (IIP)
potentially passing over protected water is negligable.* It is understood
that flight so far outside the range safety limits would result in
destruction by the range safety officer as soon as the deviation was
detected. The probability that the flight termination system would
fail to operate is estimated at 0.00052^  .
The probability that a vehicle component failure could occur
in the first 20 seconds** of flight that would cause flight outside the
nominal 3<j dispersion, or that would cause loss of control of the vehicle
without also destroying the vehicle is estimated at 18 X 10~ ^ .
Assuming that these failures would be equally likely to cause the flight
to deviate in any direction, the probability of their causing the IIP to
potentially pass over protected water is estimated as 9 X 10 . Again,
indications of such flight behavior would result in flight termination
as soon as detected, and with the above quoted failure probability of the
flight termination system, would result in the probability of potential
impact in protected water of 4.6 X 10
-2900 -4250
* This probability has been estimated as between 10 and 10
** The IIP crosses the shore line at approximately 20 seconds.
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In the improbable event that a Titan vehicle impacts in protected
water, the extent of the poisoned area may be estimated from Figure 13.
The available information concerning the phytotoxicity of hydrazine and
UDMH is included in Tables 3 and 7. As a worst case, it may be assumed
that all life is destroyed in a volume of water corresponding to that
described in Figure 13. However, this toxicity is not permanent.
Solutions of hydrazine (7.5ppm) and UDMH (100 ppm) were found
to lose their toxicity to goldfish after 24 and 72 hours, respectively^ ,
while chemical analyses of Aerozine 50 solutions in sea water indicated
/54\
that the UDMH fell below detectability "immediately". v '
POD-2. Should a Titan III C or Titan III E/Centaur suffer a catastrophic
failure or range safety destruct on the pad or at low altitude, some fuel
might escape the resulting fire ball and drift downwind as either a fine
mist or vapor. Estimates of the probability that such an event would occur
and result in a hazardous concentration of Aerozine-50 have been made.
Figure 18 shows the results of this analysis. If the buoyant rise of the cloud
caused by the heat of the burning propellants is included in the analysis,
hazardous concentrations of Aerozine-50 do not occur at ground level. Only
if the event is treated as cold (no buoyant rise) do hazardous concentrations
result. Consequently, it may be concluded that the probability of such an
event is not greater than about 0.00015 and is likely equal to zero.
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POD-3. Hydrogen/oxygen fueled vehicles offer a more innocuous space
launch capability than does the current family of launch vehicles used
by NA.SA for automated space missions. This possibility is pointed out
and discussed in the section on "Alternatives". In view of the fact that
NASA expects to replace most of the current launch vehicle family with the
Space Shuttle beginning in 1979, and in view of the limited environmental
effects of the current family, further exploration of this alternative
does not appear to be justified.
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DOI-1. On-pad spills of liquid propellants are contained by a system
of dikes and ditches and are conveyed to a holding pond. Disposal is
accomplished by the U. S. Air Force at the Cape Kennedy Air Force
Station. It is reported that the disposal operation meets all
applicable Federal, State, and local regulations.
DOI-2. NASA NMI 8800.7B, dated November 15, 1971, "Guidelines for the
Preparation of Environmental Statements Required by the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969", specifies the format of NASA
environmental statements. This format is a direct and literal adoption
of the CEQ Guidelines, paragraph 6(a). This environmental statement
follows the NASA and CEQ Guidelines. The environmental effects of
the programs are thoroughly discussed in the body of the statement.
DPI-3. Insofar as scrubbers, collectors, etc., are not now used, their
use might be considered as an alternative to the present program. Once
objectional chemical species are trapped, it is reasonably certain that
a non-polluting method of disposing of them could be devised. As this
alternative does not appear particularly attractive, even neglecting
any ultimate disposal problem, further analysis and study is not justified.
DPI-(National Park Service). NASA operates two small launch facilities
at Vandenberg Air Force Base, or WTR, but has no administrative or
operational responsibility for the base. NASA's activities are not
inconsistent with the site being included in the national register,
and will not have any adverse effect thereon.
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EXAMPLE TRAJECTORY ELEVATIONS
AND IMPACT POINT MAPS,
Figures B-l through B-7 present the relationships between
ground range and altitude for the seven vehicles considered in this
Environmental Statement. Also shown on these figures are the separation
points of jettisoned hardware (spent stages, shrouds, etc.) and the
corresponding impact range.
Figures B-8 through B-14 are maps of example impact point loci for
the seven vehicles for each site from which the vehicle is launched. The
locations of the impact points of jettisoned hardware are shown on these maps.
Plots of the impact points have been terminated at a range of
approximately 7,000-9,000 kilometers. At conditions corresponding to
such impact ranges, the quantity of propellant remaining in the vehicle is
small, and the re-entry of an intact stage is unlikely. Also, as the impact
range increases and the re-entry angle becomes small, the exact location of
the impact point is increasingly influenced by details of the aerodynamics
of the re-entering object, and thus is relatively indeterminate in a
generalized sense. It should also be noted that as the vehicle approaches
orbit, the instantaneous impact point sweeps down range at extremely high
speeds. For example, the instantaneous impact point for a Scout launched
easterly from Wallops Island (see Figure B-3) crosses West Africa at a speed
greater than 185 kilometers per second (667,000 kilometers per hour).
The ground range-altitude plots and the impact point loci shown in
this Appendix should be regarded as examples. They were developed from
previously published information^) .
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Nearly every mission launched is unique in some sense, and
vehicle trajectories are designed to satisfy the unique requirements of
the mission. For every launch, trajectories and impact point loci are
calculated at a level of detail impossible for the generalized treatment
required here. Full consideration is given to the location of the impact
points of jettisoned hardware and to the path followed by the instantaneous
impact point. When necessary, trajectories may be modified to control the
impact point of jettisoned hardware and to control the path of the
instantaneous impact point.
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APPENDIX C
LAUNCH SITE MAPS, DISTANCE TABLE.
AND POPULATION DISTRIBUTIONS
Figures C-l through C-4 are maps of the four launch sites employed
by the NASA OSS Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs. For the Kennedy
Space Center (ETR) and Vandenberg Air Force Base (WTR), the specific launch
pads used by this program are identified. Scout is the only space launch
vehicle launched from the facilities at Wallops Island and San Marco.
Table C-l identifies the minimum distances between the specific
launch pads and the press site (where appropriate), the nearest facility
boundary, and the nearest community. The press site represents the closest
permitted approach of uncontrolled personnel to the launch pad during a
launch. It should be noted that,-while press representatives and other
viewers may be uncontrolled in the sense of medical histories and periodic
health examinations, their movements are controlled by the responsible
agency and they may be provided with and required to use protective equip-
ment. The nearest facility boundary represents the closest possible approach
of completely uncontrolled persons.
Figures C-5, C-6, and C-7 are plots of the cumulative population
(1970 Census) as a function of distance from the nearest launch pad for
ETR, WTR, and Wallops Island. Major communities are noted on these plots.
It should be noted that for ETR and WTR, more than one center (launch pad)
is involved and hence the distances plotted do not represent simple circular
radii.
San Marco, which is an Italian facility, is located in Kilifi
District of the Coast Province of Kenya. The average population density of
2
this district is 24/km (1969 Census). Four communities are located within
40 km of San Marco, the largest being Malindi (population 10,757) at a dis-
tance of about 30 km. Figure C-8 is a plot of the cumulative population as
a function of distance from the San Marco Platform prepared from the 1969
Census.
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FIGURE C-l. MAP OF KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (ETR) AND SURROUNDINGS
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TABLE C-l. DISTANCES FROM LAUNCH PADS TO
POINTS OF POTENTIAL CONCERN
Note: All dimensions are in meters. To convert to feet multiply
meters by 3.28.
Vehicle Press Site
Nearest
Boundary
Nearest
Community
ETR
Titan IIIE/Centaur
and Titan IIIC
Atlas/Centaur
Delta
Delta
Scout
Scout
Scout
5,790
4,540
2,710
WTR
f N° 1I Permanent \
\ Facilitiesf
Wallops Island
(No Permanent Facility)
San Marco
14,480
8,045
4,830
9,860
7,240
900
(No Permanent Facility) /Launch Pad is
I on a platform
[ in Formosa Bay.
I Distance to
\ nearest shore
\is 3,720 m.
16,890
8,850
5,830
13,270
10,060
6,840
6,300
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APPENDIX D
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION MODELS
If a small quantity of a gas is released in the atmosphere,
its subsequent motion and dispersion is shown by observation to be
described by a process resembling molecular diffusion, but with an effective
diffusion coefficient that is from a few to many orders of magnitude larger
than the molecular diffusion coefficient. This effective diffusion coefficient,
often called the eddy diffusivity or turbulent diffusivity, results from the
non-uniform, non-steady motion of the atmosphere, and depends basically
on the degree of turbulence.
In principle, quite complex diffusion problems can be solved.
The problem of predicting the dispersion of a pollutant released into the
atmosphere thus becomes primarily that of determining the proper diffusion
coefficient. Generally, this problem has been handled by defining broad
classes of meteorological conditions, for example, "stable", "neutral",
and "unstable", and establishing empirical measures of the turbulent diffusion
coefficient for each condition . However, if suitable meteorological
measurements are available, it is possible to relate these empirical measures
to more detailed features of the atmosphere. Over a period of years, an
atmospheric dispersion model has been created, the NASA/MSFC model , using
vertical profiles of wind velocity and variations in the wind azimuth and
elevation angles to define measures of the turbulent diffusivity.
A second problem, particularly important for predicting the
atmospheric dispersion of gases from rocket launches, is defining the source:
that is, the initial distribution of the gases resulting from the motion
of the vehicle and the exhaust jet, and subsequent motions resulting from the
bouyancy of the hot exhaust gases. Observation shows that the exhaust gases
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form a cloud elevated above the surface, with the diameter of the cloud
about one-half of the height of the center. A combination of theoretical
analysis and empirical observations has been used to create a mathematical
model of the cloud, and thus, provide a source description for subsequent
atmospheric dispersion analyses . However, one aspect of the source
model may be subject to question and possible future revision. This is
the distribution of the exhaust gases within the cloud. For the analysis
used in this Environmental Statement, the gases were assumed to have a
Gaussian distribution, with the concentration at the visible "edge" of the
cloud equal to the 2.15<J value. Thus, the cloud has no true edge, and the
exhaust gases persist to ground level.
The assumption of a Gaussian distribution is, at the present,
not supported by empirical observations. Such observations, when they
become available, may suggest other distributions. Of the possible
distributions, a uniform concentration within the cloud, with essentially
no exhaust gases outside of the cloud, suggests itself as a plausible
alternative to the Gaussian distribution. This situation could arise as a
result of the intense turbulent motion of the cloud, derived from the kinetic
energy of the rocket exhaust, and the radial inflow of air at the base
of the cloud as its bouyancy causes it to lift from the ground. Comparisions
of the predicted downwind ground level concentrations of exhaust gases using
these two distributions have shown that the use of the Gaussian distribution
is slightly conservative: that is, it results in higher predicted
concentrations than does the uniform concentration.
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In addition to the meteorological parameters mentioned previously,
which are the principal factors determining the turbulent diffusivity of
the atmosphere, the presence of an inversion and its height can profoundly
affect the predicted ground level concentrations of rocket exhause gases.
This results from the fact that an inversion is accompanied by a very stable
atmospheric layer in which the diffusivity is very small. As a result, an
inversion acts effectively as a barrier to diffusion: pollutants located
below the inversion height are effectively trapped between the inversion
and the ground, while pollutants located above the inversion cannot penetrate
the inversion and, thus, theoretically contribute nothing to the ground level
concentrations. Consequently, there is an interaction between the inversion
height and the height of the source cloud in determining the downwind ground
level concentrations of exhaust gases.
In predicting the ground level concentrations of rocket exhaust
gases for this Environmental Statement, three descriptive meteorological
(52)
conditions were chosen: Sea Breeze, Spring, and FallN . Sea Breeze
describes the atmospheric structure at ETR during the afternoons when the
sea breeze (wind blowing onto the land) occurs. Sea Breeze is characterized
by a low inversion, typically about 300 meters. Spring and Fall are both
characterized by easterly winds (wind blowing onto the land at ETR) and
inversion heights of 2000 and 1000 meters, respectively. Table D-l presents
the details of these three meteorological conditions. Further details
concerning these conditions, and a general discussion of the climatology at
ETR, may be found in Reference (58). Table D-2 presents the results of the
analysis of the exhaust cloud formation for the vehicles considered here,
for the three meteorological conditions.
TABLE D-l.
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PARAMETERS DESCRIBING THE MODELED SEA BREEZE
FALL, AND SPRING WEATHER CONDITIONS AT KSC.*
Condi- Sub-
tion layer
Sea Breeze 1
2
3
4
Fall 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Spring 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
. 9
10
- 11
Sublayer
Boundaries, m
2
2-50
50-100
100-200
200-300
2
2-50
50-100
100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500
500-600
600-800
800-1000
2
2-50
50-100
100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500
500-600
600-800
800-1000
1000-1500
1500-2000
TT,K
294.0
293.7
293.4
292.7
292.0
299.0
298.5
298.0
297.2
296.4
295.5
294.6
293.8
292.0
290.4
300.0
299.6
299.3
298.5
297.7
297.0
296.2
295.5
294.0
292.5
288.7
285.0
eT,deg
140
142 .
144
147
149
90
91
93
96
98
101
104
107
113
119
100
102
104
108
112
116
120
124
132
140
160
180
UT ,m/s
3.8
5.0
6.7
8.0
9.1
3.8
5.0
5.5
5.9
6.2
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.8
7.0
5.4
6.1
6.4
6.7
6.9
7.0
7.1
7.15
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
CTAT,deg
21.5
7.5
7.2
6.4
5.7
15.0
11.0
10.2
9.5
9.1
8.8
8.6
8.4
8.2
8.0
7.8
7.0
6.6
6.3
6.1
6.0
5.95
5.9
5.8
5.75
5.7
5.6
aET,deg
17.8
6.2
5.9
5.35
4.75
14.7
11.0
10.0
9.2
8.9
8.6
8.4
8.2
8.0
7.8
7.3
6.6
6.2
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.55
5.5
5.45
5.4
5.3
5.2
Note: Tn
<TAT
The ambient temperature at the top of the given layer
The wind direction at the top of the given layer
The wind speed at the top of the given layer
The standard deviation of the azimuth wind angle
CTET - The standard deviation of the wind elevation angle.
* From Reference (52).
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TABLE D-2. CLOUD RISE AND EMISSION DATA FOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
USED ON AUTOMATED MISSIONS.*
Vehicle Meteorology Rise,m
TITAN III E/CENTAUR
ATLAS/CENTAUR
DELTA 9C
DELTA 6C
DELTA 3C
SCOUT D
SB
F
SP
SB
F
SP
SB
F
SP
SB
F
SP
SB
F
SP
SB
F
SP
644
1087
930
610
1139
969
555
1036
841
544
1012
817
499
964
741
314
582
368
Total Propellant
consumed to form
ground cloud, kg
62,392
79,495
73,935
15,115
19,«93
18,532
7,078/4,249*
9,676/5,521
8,739/5,062
5,749/3,477
7,767/4,670
6,979/4,221
3,545/4,279
5,034/5,798
4,362/5,135
1,248
1,786
1,378
Ground Cloud
Emissions, kg
HC1 CO A1203
13,102
16,694
15,526
0
0
0
1,479
2,022
1,826
1,202
1,623
1,459
741
1,052
912
258
370
285
17,407
22,179
20,628
7,150
9,410
8,766
3,617
4,808
4,378
2,950
3,972
3,581
2,829
3,885
3,419
342
489
378
18,967
24,166
22,476
0
0
0
2,647
3,619
3,268
2,150
2,905
2,610
1,326
1,326
1,631
401
573
442
Note: SB = Sea Breeze
F = Fall
SP = Spring
* Castor II propellant/Thor propellant
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The atmospheric dispersion and exhaust cloud models of
Reference (15) are relatively complex, involving inputs of a number of
meteorological measurements, and requiring considerable computer capacity
and time to make a prediction of ground level concentrations. As a result
of these features, the United States Air Force has adopted a substantially
simpler model for the purpose of making real-time predictions of ground
level HC1 concentrations resulting from operational Titan III D launches
at WTR. This model assumes that the cloud rises to a height of about
500 meters and contains approximately 9,000 kg of HC1. An inversion at
a height of 600 meters is typically assumed.
Figure D-l compares the maximum ground level HC1 concentrations
calculated with the NASA/MSFC model for use in this Environmental Statement
with those predicted by the USAF operational model, and also with a
prediction based on using the NASA/MSFC model but assuming a cloud
definition and meteorological parameters identical to those used in the
(591
USAF operational model. '
Also shown in Figure D-l is a prediction based on using the
NASA/MSFC model for a very unfavorable meteorological condition at ETR:
(52)
the Cold Front regime . Examination of the curves in this figure, and
of the meteorological parameters and cloud definitions on which the curves
are based, suggest that the predictions for the Sea Breeze, Spring, and
Fall meteorological regimes should be regarded as "typical" cases, while
the Cold Front and the USAF operational model predictions might be
considered as "worst" cases. It may be noted that, even with the USAF
operational model prediction, the area possibly subjected to HC1
concentrations exceeding the criteria for uncontrolled populations is
entirely within the facility boundary.
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Efforts to make quantitative measurements of ground level HC1
concentrations downwind from Titan III C and Titan III D launches have
been unsuccessful (except for an area within a few hundred meters of the
launch pad which is enveloped in the ground cloud prior to the bouyant
rise) ' . Hence, even the predictions for "typical" cases may be
conservative. Efforts to obtain quantitative measurements of ground
level HC1 concentrations are continuing^ '.
APPENDIX E
RESPONSES TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
STATEMENT FOR NASA-OSS LAUNCH VEHICLE
AND PROPULSION PROGRAMS.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
COUNCIL ON E N V I R O N M E N T A L QUALITY
7 2 2 JACKSON P L A C E . N . W .
W A S H I N G T O N . D. C. 20006
August 4, 1972
MEMORANDUM FOR RALPH CUSHMAN
NASA
SUBJECT: CEQ Comments on the NASA Draft Environmental
Statement for Launch Vehicle and Propulsion
Programs
The Council has reviewed the NASA Draft Environmental
Statement for Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs
and on the whole finds the statement quite satisfactory.
The environmental assessment of the entire program
rather than just individual launches and tests is a
more realistic and accurate framework to work with,
and it is hoped that NASA v/ill continue this practice
in the future.
The Council has several comments to make on the draft:
1. No mention is made of particulates in the draft.
Aluminum oxide is listed on page 9 but there is little
discussion of its effects.
2. There is no discussion in the section on ground
effects of the impact of the launches upon local plant
and animal life.
3. The statement refers to several methods and models
for determining dispersion of rocket exhaust products
without describing these models. While a detailed
description of them is not required, a brief summary of
each model would, in accordance with CEQ guidelines,
permit cin individual to perform an independent analysis
of the atmospheric ground lead effects. No experimental
verification of those predictions are offered.
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4. The transient and resident human population should be
given as a function of distance out to perhaps 40 kilo-
jlitjl era for tar-h of (liu Jou/i'-h h i i « - s , r:o t l i n f t Ju> noiH»:
and chemical species siynni.iu «••; wJ J I. hove; more relevance.
.
r>. On por/o 28 it ir, stal.o.-l thnt the MAC values in Table 9
arc for trout and "arc probably not much different for
many fish r,pecies." This statement should be substantiated,
in view of the fact that trout is a frer.hwater fish and
the water referred to is ocean salt water. Furthermore,
tliere is no discussion of rocket propellent effects on
other aquatic life, such as phytoplankton, Crustacea, etc.
6. On page 36, the figure of one launch in 10,000 for the
probability of the ocean impact of an intact vehicle
assumes that there is no correlation between the occurrence
of launch abort and the failure of the vehicle destruct
system. If there is some correlation, the probability of
their simultaneous occurrence would bo greater. The
statement should either explain why there is no relation-
ship between the twc events or else estimate the degree
of correlation and recompute the probability.
7. The statement does not really address the question of
the effects of propellant reactants and products entering
the environment. The meeting of standards is reassuring,
but it would be incorrect to say that there will be no
adverse effects from these species entering the local
environment. The incremental impact of the .rocket launches
should therefore be assessed.
8. The statement estimates the effects of any given
single launch on the local environment. Do multiple
launchings ever occur? Are there any other means, such
as fueling operations, whereby additional quantities of
propellants may enter the local environment?
9. Certainly the space program has made important con-
tributions to man's understanding of the earth and its
environment, but the wording on page 52 implies that the
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space program has been responsible for mor-t or all of
man's new knowledge about the environment in the last
M years. If is al«o not '-1<:.ir how knowlivl'/o of tho
rest of the soiar system "is f uml.MiucnLa L to uny realistic
endeavor to protect the environment." It is suggested
thn{- tho loft.y Innqunqp of pp. '^2-^3 be toned down n bit
and tho good story NASA has to tell of the concrete
contributions the space program can make to the environ-
ment be outlined in terms of specific programs.
The Council hopes that these comments will bo helpful
in the preparation of the final statement.
William J. Dircks
Staff Member
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington. O.C. 20520 '
August 17, 1972
Mr. Ralph E. Cushman
Special Assistant
Office of the Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
Dear Mr. Cushman:
The attached draft environmental impact
statement for the NASA Launch Vehicle and Propulsion
Programs has been reviewed by the Department.
We have no comments or changes to submit for
your consideration.
Sincerely,
Christian A. Herter, Jr.
Special Assistant to the Secretary
for Environmental Affairs.
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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2054S
AUG 2 8 1972
Mr. Ralph E. Cushman
Special Assistant
Office of Administration
National Aeronautics and
Space AcMninistration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Dear Mr. Cushinan:
This is in response to your letter of August 7, 1972, to Mr. Kendp.rr.on
transmitting a copy of a draft environmental impact statement for the
NASA Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs for Cotvmiission review r.no
comment. We have reviev,-ed the statement and have no suggestions uo
offer.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the statement. For future
reference I have been designated as the Commission point of contact
for environmental statement reviev;.
Sincerely,
Robert J. CatlinVDirector
Division of Environmental Affairs
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D. C. 2O3O1
HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENT 18 September 1972
Mr. Ralph E. Cushman
Special Assistant
Office of Administration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Dear Mr. Cushman:
This is in reply to your request for the comments of the Department
of Defense on NASA draft environmental statement, subject:
"NASA Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs". We have
reviewed the environmental statement and believe it appears to
consider most situations in reasonable detail. However, it does
not cover some of the less likely situations that perhaps should be
"considered", even if only to dismiss them as being of little
consequence or significance. Taking into account some of the court
decisions since NEPA involving environmental impact statements
for nuclear power plants, it is suggested that the unlikely incident
should be mentioned rather than left out. Since there could be a major
impact on DoD launch vehicle programs as a result of the review
of the NASA environmental impact statement, there are two situations
that should be considered in greater detail. These are:
1. The statement should consider the consequence of the dumping
of large quantities of fuel from an early abort into shallow confined
local waters and estuaries. The damage to such shallow waterways
with little current or tidal flow might be of far greater impact than
a similar accident over the ocean. Since the areas around Cape
Kennedy and Wallops Island contain such waterways and are also on
a major wild bird flyway, specific consideration of the effects of
launch vehicle operations on these natural resources is warranted.
2. The statement should consider the consequence of a pad or
early abort explosion of a TITAN IIIC; the assumption is apparently
made that there there would be almost complete burnup of
unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH). There is some question
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as to the validity of this assumption; if complete burnup of the
UDMH did not occur, the residual UDMH might well drift down
wind as a mist. Because of the very low threshold limiting
values of UDMH in air, this situation warrants closer examination.
3. The section on Alternatives appears to be extremely weak
with respect to the discussion of the use of LO£/LH2 fuel vehicles
and should be expanded.
If consideration is given to the three comments described above,
the draft environmental impact statement will present a reasonable
assessment of the environmental impact of NASA's Launch Vehicle
and Propulsion Programs.
Sincerely,
yjohn A. Busterud
Deputy A/s/istant Secretary of Defense
/nvironmental Quality)
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240
SEP 2 6 1972
ER-72/1026
Dear Mr. Cushman:
Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to review
the draft environmental impact statement on the proposed
Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Programs. Our comments
follow: . ...
1. The possibility of on-pad accidents and spills of toxic
propellants which may result in run-off to local drainage
systems is recognized on page 26 of the statement. Mention
is made of provisions that exist for containing and dis-
posing these spills without contaminating the water or the
air. Such provisions should be described and discussed.
2. The statement does not include the required section on
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts, although such impacts appear to
be discussed separately, in other sections.
3. Table 13, Alternatives Section, lists .use of scrubbers,
collectors , etc. These do not represent an alternative to
the program, but rather a clean up effort applicable to any
propellant used. Final disposal of the liquids and solids
from the clean up process should be described.
Sincerely
Deputy AssistauSecretary of the Inrcerior
Mr. Ralph E. Cushman
Special Assistant
Office of Administration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C. 20546
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A'TS \ ' \fr'V- —-~--* -V-,\ United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE UF THF SECRETARY
\\'.\sHI\CTO.\. D.C. 20240
ER-72/1026
Dear Mr. Cushman:
This supplements the Department of the Interior's
letter of September 26, 1972, commenting on your
draft environmental statement on- Launch Vehicle
and Propulsion Programs and transmirs additional
comments from the National Park Service for
inclusion in the final statement and for consideration
in your continuing decision in regard to the proposed
action.
Sincerely-^yours ,
c
ruce Slarfchard, Director
Environmental Project Review
Mr. Ralph E. Cushman
Special Assistant
Office of Administration
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Enclosure
» REPLY REFER TO:
L7427-OCC
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240
Memorandum ocr 17
To: Deputy Science Adviser
Through: Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks
From&ctjngissistant Director, Cooperative Activities
Subject: Review of draft environmental statement on Launch
Vehicle and Propulsion Programs (ER-72/1026)
The National Park Service has reviewed the subject statement transmitted
with Mr. Blanchard's memorandum of August 25 and our comments follow.
The proposed action will not directly affect any existing or proposed
units of the National Park System, or any sites that are eligible or
recommended for registration as National Historic, Natural or
Environmental Education Landmarks. A natural landmark under eligibility
study is involved as rioted in the following paragraph.
Vandenberg Launch Site. Although the statement considers only the
environmental effects of the launchings themselves, the operation of
related facilities may adversely affect a potentially eligible natural
landmark located within Vandenberg Air Force Base. This potential
landmark is to be nominated in a study of the South Pacific Border
natural region being conducted by the National Park Service. It is a
43,000-acre undisturbed area extending from Surf southward to Sudden
Peak, the mouth of the Santa Ynez River and the beaches to Point
Conception.
In the case of properties under the control or jurisdiction of the
United States Government, the statement should include a discussion
of steps taken to comply with Section 2(b) of Executive Order 11593
of May 13, 1971, entitled "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural
Environment."
/?/ ^-vf,(ZkifcZfatf
National Parks Centennial 1872-1972
